Luquillo CZO Data Management

www.sas.upenn.edu/lczodata

Email leonmi@sas.upenn.edu

With questions
CZO Data management Website

- Will allow for the CZO to share information with the general public
- Is search centric
  - Fill in your keywords!
- Easy to use Drupal Based interface
A Researches View:

- Allows for the interrelationship of
  - Project Documentation form
    - Including relevant publications helps frame the research, include them!
  - Research Locations
  - Data Sets
  - Data Set Variables (Attributes)
    - Working on collection and documentation for existing data (Climate) variables
  - You have the ability to control your own content
Easy format to relate data in different ways for the given situation
• Required to Complete initial Documentation for your project
  – Project Title
  – Project Description
  – Dissemination
    • Restricted
    • Unrestricted
  – Person Completing this Form
  – Investigators
  – Investigator Emails
• Additional Capabilities
  – Document Sharing
    • I can give others access to edit information you have entered at your request
  – Google Analytics
  – Security
    • Site Protected by Penn Key login
      – If you are not at Penn we can still get you access to the system.
    • Dedicated application security staff supporting all UPenn SAS Drupal installations
• Additional Capabilities to be added
  – Google Maps - Mapping of Research Locations, Projects with Images
  – With Drupal anything is possible... let me know if you have any suggestions
Come see me, to discuss documenting your project when you are free.
Sources

- “Audit of NSF’s Policies on Public Access to the Results of NSF-Funded Research” NSF office of Inspector General